Why would a Urologist and a Rheumatologist write novels?

Martha B. Boone, M.D. and Glenn Parris, M.D.
Why are doctors uniquely positioned to write excellent fiction?
What tools did you use to get started?
Where do you get your ideas?
How do you find the time?
What are your best writing tips?
Editing

- Content editor
- Copy Editor
- Book Layout
- Cover Design
Who are your favorite authors and what books resemble your books?
How did you get published and how does the publishing industry work?

Beware of experts
How have you sold your books?
Reviews

The art of taking criticism:

“Don't be distracted by criticism. Remember, the only taste of success some people have is when they take a bite out of you.”

— Zig Ziglar

“To avoid criticism say nothing, do nothing, be nothing.”

— Aristotle
Enjoy the ride!
Luck and catching the trend

BECOMING “ONE” WITH THE BULLET IS MORE LOTTERY THAN SKILL
What’s in your library?
(To be written!)
Questions?

"Do... or do not. There is no try."